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Abstract 
It is obvious that the integration of differcnt technologics into intcrdisciplinaty systems cannot 
be treated as their simple summing but as a way of compensating their mutual weaknesses 
and amplifying the syncrgy of their intcgration. A dctailed definition of conccpts of positive 
and negative synergy with examples from both catcgorics is given. It is pointed out that the 
ever-growing competition on the markets has caused the need for radical cuts in product 
development time and has forced to change the approach to the design fqr reliability and 
quality of the non-safely-critical systems. As a result, negative syncrgy-bascd)nfant mortality 
risks arc growing. It is also shown that syncrgy and quality indicators are in strong corrclation 
forming a platform for competitive reliability. Special attention is paid to the clarification of 
interrelations between human and technical aspects in the design process. It is shown that 
human faults and mistakes can also bc treated in synergy context. Further a search for 
synergy-friendly design strategy is provided and it is shown that the Design Structure 
Matrixes technology is a suitable basis for this purpose. Finally, some case studies of 
successful synergy-based integration of allied technologies are described. In the conclusion it 
is arrived at the truth that the synergy-based approach to the interdisciplinary systems design 
is a possible way to create a complete picture of all realities in design process. 

1 Introduction 
The increase of the integration of ditTerent technologies in new products with better 
performance and marketing power due to the exploitation of the best features of allied 
technologies has been an ever-growing tendency during the last decades. The concept of 
allied technologies is used for tagging thcse tcehnologies that arc integrated in the scanned 
interdisciplinary product At the same time the design of interdisciplinary systems is a 
complicated activity as there is still no suitable design metatool allowing integrating 
technology-related design tools. However, some confusion can be noticed in the development 
of the comprehensive methodologies for interdisciplinary systems design as nowadays 
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